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The variety and complexity of microservices in warehousescale data centers has grown precipitously over the last few
years to support a growing user base and an evolving product
portfolio. Despite accelerating microservice diversity, there
is a strong requirement to limit diversity in underlying server
hardware to maintain hardware resource fungibility, preserve
procurement economies of scale, and curb qualification/test
overheads. As such, there is an urgent need for strategies that
enable limited server CPU architectures (a.k.a “SKUs”) to
provide performance and energy efficiency over diverse microservices. To this end, we first undertake a comprehensive
characterization of the top seven microservices that run on
the compute-optimized data center fleet at Facebook.
Our characterization reveals profound diversity in OS and
I/O interaction, cache misses, memory bandwidth utilization,
instruction mix, and CPU stall behavior. Whereas customizing a CPU SKU for each microservice might be beneficial, it
is prohibitive. Instead, we argue for “soft SKUs”, wherein we
exploit coarse-grain (e.g., boot time) configuration knobs to
tune the platform for a particular microservice. We develop a
tool, µSKU, that automates search over a soft-SKU design
space using A/B testing in production and demonstrate how it
can obtain statistically significant gains (up to 7.2% and 4.5%
performance improvement over stock and production servers,
respectively) with no additional hardware requirements.

Diversity or variation range across
µservices (log scale)
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Figure 1: Variation in system-level & architectural traits across microservices: our microservices face extremely diverse bottlenecks.

1

Introduction

The increasing user base and feature portfolio of web applications is driving precipitous growth in the diversity and
complexity of the back-end services comprising them [1].
There is a growing trend towards microservice implementation models [2–6], wherein a complex application is decomposed into distributed microservices [7–10] that each provide
specialized functionality [11], such as HTTP connection termination, key-value serving [12], protocol routing [13,14], or
ad serving [15]. This deployment model enables application
components’ independent scalability by ramping the number
of physical servers/cores dedicated to each in response to
diurnal and long-term load trends [5].
At global user population scale, important microservices
can grow to account for an enormous installed base of physical hardware. Across Facebook’s global server fleet, seven
key microservices in four service domains run on hundreds
of thousands of servers and occupy a large portion of the
compute-optimized installed base. These microservices’ importance begs the question: do our existing server platforms
serve them well? Are there common bottlenecks across microservices that we might address when selecting a future
server CPU architecture?
To this end, we undertake comprehensive system-level and
architectural characterizations of these microservices on Facebook production systems serving live traffic. We find that
application functionality disaggregation across microservices
has yielded enormous diversity in system and CPU architectural requirements, as shown in Fig. 1. For example, caching
microservices [16] require intensive I/O and microsecondscale response latency and frequent OS context switches can
comprise 18% of CPU time. In contrast, a Feed [17] microservice computes for seconds per request with minimal
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OS interaction. Our Web [18] microservice entails massive instruction footprints, leading to astonishing instruction cache
and ITLB misses and branch mispredictions, while others
execute much smaller instruction footprints. Some microservices depend heavily on floating-point performance while
others have no floating-point instructions. The microarchitectural trends we discover differ markedly from those of SPEC
CPU2006/2017 [19, 20], academic cloud workloads [21, 22],
and even some of Google’s major services [1, 23].
Such diversity might suggest a strategy to specialize CPU
architectures to suit each microservice’s distinct needs. Optimizing one or more of these microservices to achieve even
single-digit percent speedups can yield immense performanceper-watt benefits. Indeed, we report observations that might
inform future hardware designs. However, large-scale internet operators have strong economic incentives to limit
hardware platforms’ diversity to (1) maintain fungibility of
hardware resources, (2) preserve procurement advantages that
arise from economies of scale, and (3) limit the overhead of
qualifying/testing myriad hardware platforms. As such, there
is an immediate need for strategies that enable a limited set
of server CPU architectures (often called “SKUs,” short for
“Stock Keeping Units”) to provide performance and energy
efficiency over microservices with diverse characteristics.
Rather than diversify the hardware portfolio, we argue
for “soft SKUs,” a strategy wherein we exploit coarse-grain
(e.g., boot time) OS and hardware configuration knobs to
tune limited hardware SKUs to better support their presently
assigned microservice. Unlike data centers that co-locate
services via virtualization, Facebook’s microservices run on
dedicated bare metal servers, allowing us to easily create
microservice-specific soft SKUs. As microservice allocation
needs vary, servers can be redeployed to different soft SKUs
through reconfiguration and/or reboot. Our OS and CPUs
provide several specialization knobs; in this study, we focus
on seven: (1) core frequency, (2) uncore frequency, (3) active
core count, (4) code vs. data prioritization in the last-level
cache ways, (5) hardware prefetcher configuration, (6) use of
transparent huge pages, and (7) use of static huge pages.
Identifying the best microservice-specific soft-SKU configuration is challenging: the design space is large, service code
evolves quickly, synthetic load tests do not necessarily capture production behavior, and the effects of tuning a particular
knob are often small (a few percent performance change). To
this end, we develop µSKU—a design tool that automates
search within the seven-knob soft-SKU design space using
A/B testing in production systems on live traffic. µSKU automatically varies soft-SKU configuration while collecting
numerous fine-grain performance measurements to obtain
sufficient statistical confidence to detect even small performance improvements. We evaluate a prototype of µSKU and
demonstrate that the soft SKUs it designs outperform stock
and production server configurations by up to 7.2% and 4.5%
respectively, with no additional hardware requirement.
In summary, we contribute:
• A comprehensive characterization of system-level bottlenecks experienced by key production microservices
in one of the largest social media platforms today.
• A detailed study of microservices’ architectural bottle-
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necks, highlighting potential design optimizations.
• µSKU: A design tool that automatically tunes important
configurable server parameters to create microservicespecific “soft” server SKUs on existing hardware.
• A detailed performance study of configurable server
parameters tuned by µSKU.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We describe
and measure these seven production microservices’ performance traits in Sec. 2. We argue the need for Soft SKUs in
Sec. 3. We describe µSKU’s design in Sec. 4 and we discuss
the methodology used to evaluate µSKU in Sec. 5. We evaluate µSKU in Sec. 6, discuss limitations in Sec. 7, compare
against related work in Sec. 8, and conclude in Sec. 9.

2

Understanding Microservice Performance

We aim to identify software and hardware bottlenecks faced
by Facebook’s key production microservices to see if they
share common bottlenecks that might be addressed in future
server CPU architectures. In this section, we (1) describe each
microservice, (2) explain our characterization methodology,
(3) discuss system-level characteristics to provide insights
into how each microservice is operated, (4) report on the
architectural characteristics and bottlenecks faced by each
microservice, and (5) summarize our characterization’s most
important conclusions. A key theme that emerges throughout
our characterization is diversity; the seven microservices
differ markedly in their performance constraints’ time-scale,
instruction mix, cache behavior, CPU utilization, bandwidth
requirements, and pipeline bottlenecks. Unfortunately, this
diversity calls for sometimes conflicting optimization choices,
motivating our pursuit of “soft SKUs” (Section 3) rather than
custom hardware for each microservice.

2.1

The Production Microservices

We characterize seven microservices in four diverse service
domains running on Facebook’s compute-optimized data center fleet. The workloads with longer work-per-request (e.g.
Feed2, Ads1) might be called “services” by some readers;
we use “microservice” since none of these systems is entirely
stand-alone. We characterize on production systems serving
live traffic. We first detail each microservice’s functionality.
Web. Web implements the HipHop Virtual Machine, a
Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation and runtime system for PHP
and Hack [18, 24, 25], to serve web requests originating from
end-users. Web employs request-level parallelism: an incoming request is assigned to one of a fixed pool of PHP worker
threads, which services the request until completion. If all
workers are busy, arriving requests are enqueued. Web makes
frequent requests to other microservices, and the corresponding worker thread blocks waiting on the responses.
Feed1 and Feed2. Feed1 and Feed2 are key microservices in our News Feed service. Feed2 aggregates various
leaf microservices’ responses into discrete “stories.” These
stories are then characterized into dense feature vectors by
feature extractors and learned models [17,26–28]. The feature
vectors are then sent to Feed1, which calculates and returns
a predicted user relevance vector. Stories are then ranked and
selected for display based on the relevance vectors.
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Table 1: Skylake18, Skylake20, Broadwell16’s key attributes.
Microarchitecture
Number of sockets
Cores/socket
SMT
Cache block size
L1-I$ (per core)
L1-D$ (per core)
Private L2$ (per core)
Shared LLC (per socket)

Skylake18
Intel Skylake
1
18
2
64 B
32 KiB
32 KiB
1 MiB
24.75 MiB

Skylake20
Intel Skylake
2
20
2
64 B
32 KiB
32 KiB
1 MiB
27 MiB

2.2

Table 2: Avg. request throughput, request latency, & path length
across microservices: we observe great diversity across services.

Broadwell16
Intel Broadwell
1
16
2
64 B
32 KiB
32 KiB
256 KiB
24 MiB

Ads1 and Ads2. Ads1 and Ads2 maintain user-specific
and ad-specific data, respectively [15]. When Ads1 receives
an ad request, it extracts user data from the request and sends
targeting information to Ads2. Ads2 maintains a sorted ad
list, which it traverses to return ads meeting the targeting
criteria to Ads1. Ads1 then ranks the returned ads.
Cache1 and Cache2. Cache is a large distributed-memory
object caching service (like, e.g., [12, 16, 29, 30]) that reduces throughput requirements of various backing stores.
Cache1 and Cache2 correspond to two tiers within each geographic region for this service. Client microservices contact
the Cache2 tier. If a request misses in Cache2, it is forwarded to the Cache1 tier. Cache1 misses are then sent to
an underlying database cluster in that region.

Characterization Approach

We characterize the seven microservices by profiling each in
production while serving real-world user queries. We next
describe the characterization methodology.
Hardware platforms. We perform our characterization
on 18- and 20-core Intel Skylake processor platforms [31],
Skylake18 and Skylake20. Characteristics of each are summarized in Table 1. Web, Feed1, Feed2, Ads1, and Cache2
run on Skylake18. Ads2 and Cache1 are deployed on Skylake20. Both platforms support Intel Resource Director
Technology (RDT) [32]. RDT facilitates tunable Last-Level
Cache (LLC) size configurations using Cache Allocation
Technology (CAT) [33], and allows prioritizing code vs. data
in the LLC ways using Code Data Prioritization (CDP) [34].
Experimental setup. We measure each microservice in
Facebook’s production environment’s default deployment—
stand-alone with no co-runners on bare metal hardware. Therefore, there are no cross-service contention or interference
effects in our data. We measure each system at peak load to
stress performance bottlenecks and characterize the system’s
maximum throughput capabilities. Facebook’s production microservice codebases evolve rapidly; we repeat experiments
across updates to ensure that results are stable.
We collect most system-level performance data using an
internal tool called Operational Data Store (ODS) [35–37].
ODS enables retrieval, processing, and visualization of sampling data collected from all machines in the data center. ODS
provides functionality similar to Google-Wide-Profiling [38].
To analyze microservices’ interactions with the underlying
hardware, we use myriad processor performance counters.
We collect data with Intel’s EMON [39]—a performance
monitoring and profiling tool that time multiplexes sampling
of a vast number of processor-specific hardware performance
counters with minimal error. For each experiment, we use
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µservice
Web
Feed1
Feed2
Ads1
Ads2
Cache1
Cache2

Throughput (QPS)
O (100)
O (1000)
O (10)
O (10)
O (100)
O (100K)
O (100K)

Req. latency
O (ms)
O (ms)
O (s)
O (ms)
O (ms)
O (µs)
O (µs)

Insn./query
O (106 )
O (109 )
O (109 )
O (109 )
O (109 )
O (103 )
O (103 )

this tool to collect tens of thousands of hardware performance
events. We report 95% confidence intervals on mean results.
We contrast our measurements with some CloudSuite [21],
SPEC CPU2006 [19], SPEC CPU2017 [20], and Google services [1, 23] where possible. We measured SPEC CPU2006
performance on Skylake20. We reproduce selected data
from published reports on SPEC CPU2017 [20], CloudSuite [21], and Google’s services [1,23] measured on Haswell,
Westmere, and Haswell, respectively. These results are not
directly comparable with our measurements as they are measured on different hardware. Nevertheless, they provide context for the greater bottleneck diversity we observe in our microservices relative to commonly studied benchmark suites.
We present our characterization in two parts. We first
discuss system-level characteristics observed over the entire
fleet. We then present performance-counter measurements
and their implications on architectural bottlenecks.

2.3

System-Level Characterization

We first present key system-level metrics, such as request latency, achieved throughput, and path length (instructions per
query), to provide insight into how the microservices behave
and how these traits may impact architectural bottlenecks.
Throughout, we call attention to key axes of diversity.
2.3.1 Request throughput, request latency, and path
length. We report approximate peak-load throughput, average request latency, and path length (instructions per query)
in Table 2. The amount of work per query varies by six
orders of magnitude across the microservices, resulting in
throughputs ranging from tens of Queries Per Second (QPS)
to 100,000s of QPS with average request latencies ranging
from tens of microseconds to single-digit seconds.
Microservices’ differing time scales imply that per-query
overheads that may pose major bottlenecks for some microservices are negligible for others. For example, microsecondscale overheads that arise from accesses to Flash [40], emerging memory technologies like 3D XPoint by Intel and Micron [41–43], or 40-100 Gb/s Infiniband and Ethernet network interactions [44] can significantly degrade the request latency of microsecond-scale microservices [45–48] like Cache1
or Cache2. However, such microsecond-scale overheads
have negligible impact on the request latency of secondsscale microservices like Feed2. The request latency diversity
motivates our choice to include several microservices in our
detailed performance-counter investigation.
2.3.2 Request latency breakdown. We next characterize request latency in greater detail to determine the relative contribution of computation and queuing/stalls on an
average request’s end-to-end latency. We report the average
fraction of time a request is “running” (executing instruc-
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Our microservices

Ads2 Cache1 Cache2

Figure 3: Max. achievable CPU utilization in user- and kernel-mode
across µservices: utilization can be low to avoid QoS violations.

tions) vs. “blocked” (stalled, e.g., on I/O) in Fig. 2 (a). We
omit Cache1 and Cache2 from this measurement since their
queries follow concurrent execution paths and time cannot
easily be apportioned as “running” or “blocked”.
Feed1 and Ads2 are almost entirely compute-bound throughout a request’s life as they are leaves and do not block on requests to other microservices in the common case. They will
benefit directly from architectural features that enhance instruction throughput. In contrast, Web, Feed2, and Ads1 emit
requests to other microservices and hence their queries spend
considerable time blocked. These can benefit from architectural/OS features that support greater concurrency [11, 49],
fast thread switching, and better I/O performance [50, 51].
We further break down Web’s “blocked” component in
Fig. 2 (b) into queuing latency (while a query awaits a worker
thread’s availability), scheduler latency (where a worker is
ready but not running), and I/O latency (where a query is
blocked on a request to another microservice). Although
Web’s scheduler delays are surprisingly high, these delays are
not due to inefficient system design, and are instead triggered
by thread over-subscription. To improve Web’s throughput,
load balancing schemes continue spawning worker threads
until adding another worker begins degrading throughput.
2.3.3 CPU utilization at peak load. The microservices
also vary in their CPU utilization profile. Fig. 3 shows the
CPU utilization and its user- and kernel-mode breakdown
when each microservice is operated at the maximum load
it can sustain without violating Quality of Service (QoS)
constraints. We make two observations: (1) CPU resources
are not always fully utilized. (2) Most microservices exhibit a relatively small fraction of kernel/IO wait utilization.
Each microservice faces latency, quality, and reliability constraints, which impose QoS requirements that in turn impose
constraints on how high CPU utilization may rise before a
constraint is violated. Our load balancers modulate load to ensure constraints are met. More specifically, Cache1, Cache2,
Feed1, Feed2, Ads1, and Ads2 under-utilize the CPU due to
strict latency constraints enforced to maintain user experience.
These services might benefit from tail latency optimizations,

10
0

Branch (%)

SPEC2006

CPU util. (%)

100
50
0

Kernel & IO

20

Web

Feed1 Feed2 Ads1

Ads2 Cache1 Cache2

Figure 4: Fraction of a second spent context switching (range):
Cache1 & Cache2 can benefit from context switch optimizations.

Figure 2: (a) A single request’s latency breakdown for each µservice:
few µservices block for a long time, (b) Web’s request latency
breakdown: thread over-subscription causes scheduling delays.
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Figure 5: Instruction type breakdown across µservices: instruction
mix ratios vary substantially across µservices.

which might allow them to operate at higher CPU utilization.
Cache1 and Cache2 exhibit higher kernel-mode utilization
due to frequent context switches, which we inspect next.
2.3.4 Context switch penalty. We report the fraction of
a CPU-second each microservice spends context switching
in Fig. 4. We estimate context switch penalty by first aggregating non-voluntary and voluntary context switch counts
reported by Linux’s time utility. We then estimate upper
and lower context switch penalty bounds using switching
latencies reported by prior works [52, 53].
Cache1 and Cache2 incur context switches far more frequently than other microservices, and may spend as much
as 18% of CPU time in switching. These frequent context
switches also lead to worse cache locality, as we will show
in our architectural characterization. Software/hardware optimizations [54–62] that reduce context switch latency or
counts might considerably improve Cache performance.
2.3.5 Instruction mix. We report our microservices’ instruction mix and contrast with SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks
in Fig. 5. Instruction mix varies substantially across our microservices, especially with respect to store-intensity and the
presence/absence of floating-point operations. The microservices that include ranking models that operate on real-valued
feature vectors, Ads1, Ads2, Feed1, and Feed2, all include
floating-point operations, and Feed1 is dominated by them.
These microservices can likely benefit from optimizations for
dense computation, such as SIMD instructions.
Prior work has reported that key-value stores, like Cache1
and Cache2, are typically memory intensive [16]. However,
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Figure 7: Top-down bottleneck breakdown: several of our microservices face high front-end stalls.

we note that Cache requires substantial arithmetic and control
flow instructions for parsing requests and marshalling or
unmarshalling data; their load-store intensity does not differ
from other services as much as the literature might suggest.

2.4

Architectural Characterization

We next turn to performance-counter-based analysis of the
architectural bottlenecks of our microservice suite, and examine opportunities it reveals for future hardware SKU design.
2.4.1 IPC and stall causes. We report each microservice’s
overall Instructions Per Cycle (IPC) in Fig. 6. We contrast our
results with IPCs for commonly studied benchmark suites [20,
21] and published results for comparable Google services [1,
23]. Prior works’ IPCs are measured on other platforms as
shown in Fig. 6; although absolute IPCs may not be directly
comparable, it is nevertheless useful to compare variability
and spreads.
None of our microservices use more than half of the theoretical execution bandwidth of a Skylake CPU (theoretical
peak IPC of 5.0), and Cache1 uses only 20%. As such, simul-
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taneous multithreading is effective for these services and is
enabled in our platforms. Relative to alternative benchmarks,
our microservices exhibit (1) a greater IPC diversity than
Google’s services [1] and (2) a lower IPC than most widelystudied SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. Given our production
workloads’ larger codebase, larger working set, and more varied memory access patterns, we do not find our lower typical
IPC surprising. When accounting for Skylake’s enhanced
performance over Haswell, we find the range of IPC values
we report to be comparable to the Google services [23].
We provide insight into the root causes of relatively low
IPC using the Top-down Microarchitecture Analysis Method
(TMAM) [63] to categorize processor pipelines’ execution
stalls, as reported in Fig. 7. TMAM exposes architectural
bottlenecks despite the many latency-masking optimizations
of modern out-of-order processors. The methodology reports
bottlenecks in terms of “instruction slots”—the fraction of the
peak retirement bandwidth that is lost due to stalls each cycle.
Slots are categorized as: front-end stalls due to instruction
fetch misses, back-end stalls due to pipeline dependencies
and load misses, bad speculation due to recovery from branch
mispredictions, and retiring of useful work.
As suggested by the IPC results, our microservices retire
instructions in only 22%-40% of possible retirement slots.
However, the nature of the stalls in our applications varies
substantially across microservices and differs markedly from
the other suites. We make several observations.
First, our microservices tend to have greater front-end
stalls than SPEC workloads. In particular, Web, Cache1, and
Cache2 lose ∼37% of retirement slots due to front-end stalls;
only Google’s Gmail-FE and search exhibit comparable
front-end stalls. In Web, front-end stalls arise due to its enormous code footprint due to a rich feature set and the many
URL endpoints it implements. In Cache, frequent context
switches and OS activity cause high front-end stalls. As we
will show, these microservices could benefit from larger Icache and ITLB and other techniques that address instruction
misses [64, 65]. In contrast, microservices like Ads1, Ads2,
or Feed1 do not stand to gain much from greater instruction
capacity, leading to conflicting SKU optimization goals.
Second, mispredicted branches make up 3% − 13% of
wasted slots. Branch mispredictions are more rare in datacrunching microservices like Feed1 and more common when
instruction footprint is large, as in Web, where aliasing in the
Branch Target Buffer contributes a large fraction of branch
misspeculations. SKU optimization goals diverge, with some
microservices calling for simple branch predictors while others call for higher capacity and more sophisticated prediction.
Third, back-end stalls, largely due to data cache misses, occupy up to 48% of slots, implying that several microservices
can benefit from memory hierarchy enhancements. However,
microservices like Web or Feed2, which have fewer back-end
stalls, likely gain more from chip area/power dedicated to
additional computation resources rather than cache.
2.4.2 Cache misses. We provide greater nuance to our
front-end and back-end stall breakdown by measuring instruction and data misses in the cache hierarchy. We present
code and data Misses Per Kilo Instruction (MPKI) across all
cache levels—L1, L2, and LLC in Figs. 8 and 9, to analyze
the overall effectiveness of each cache level. We also show

Our
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Figure 10: LLC code and data MPKI vs. LLC size: some microservices may benefit from trading LLC capacity for more cores.
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cache MPKI reported by prior work [23] for Google search
and our measurements of SPEC CPU2006 on Skylake20.
We make the following observations: (1) Our L1 MPKI
are drastically higher than the comparison applications, especially for code, and particularly for Cache1 and Cache2.
(2) LLC data misses are commonly high in all microservices,
especially in Feed1, which traverses large data structures. (3)
Web incurs 1.7 LLC instruction MPKI. These misses are quite
computationally expensive, since out-of-order mechanisms
do not hide instruction stalls. It is unusual for applications to
incur non-negligible LLC instruction misses at all in steady
state; few such applications are reported in the academic
literature.
Prior works [1, 21, 23, 66] typically find current LLC sizes
to be sufficient to encompass server applications’ entire code
footprint. In Web, the large code footprint and high instruction
miss rates arise due to the large code cache, frequent JIT
code generation, and a large and complex control flow graph.
Cache1 and Cache2 incur frequent context switches (see
Fig. 4) among distinct thread pools executing different code,
which leads to code thrashing in L1 and, to a lesser degree,
L2. We conclude many microservices can benefit from larger
I-caches, instruction prefetching, or prioritizing code over
data in the LLC using techniques like Intel’s CDP [34, 67].
2.4.3 LLC capacity sensitivity. Using CAT [34], we inspect sensitivity to LLC capacity. We vary capacity by enabling LLC ways two at a time, up to the maximum of 11
ways. We report LLC MPKI broken down by code and data
in Fig. 10. We omit Cache as it fails to meet QoS constraints
with reduced LLC capacity. For most microservices, a knee
(8 ways) emerges where the LLC is large enough to capture
a primary working set without degrading IPC, and further
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Figure 11: ITLB & DTLB (load & store) MPKI breakdown: some
microservices can benefit from huge page support.

capacity increases provide diminishing returns. For some
microservices (e.g., Ads2 and Feed1), the largest working
set is too large to be captured. Hence, some services might
benefit from trading LLC capacity for additional cores [68].
2.4.4 TLB misses. We report instruction and data TLB
MPKI in Fig. 11. For the DTLB, we break down misses due
to loads and stores. The ITLB miss trends mirror our LLC
code miss observations: Web, Cache1, and Cache2 incur
substantial ITLB misses, while the miss rates are negligible
for the remaining microservices. The drastically higher miss
rate in Web illustrates the impact of its large JIT code cache.
DTLB miss rates are more variable across microservices.
They typically follow the LLC MPKI trends shown in Fig. 9
with the exception of Feed1—despite a relatively high LLC
MPKI of 9.3 it incurs a relatively low DTLB MPKI of 5.8.
Feed1’s main data structures are dense floating-point feature
vectors and model weights, leading to good page locality
despite a high LLC MPKI. However, the other microservices
might benefit from software (like static or transparent huge
pages) and hardware (e.g., [69–75]) paging optimizations.
2.4.5 Memory bandwidth utilization. We inspect memory bandwidth utilization and its attendant effects on latency
due to memory system queuing for each microservice in
Fig. 12. We first characterize the inherent bandwidth vs. latency trade-off of our two platforms—Skylake18 in the blue
dots and Skylake20 in the yellow crosses—using a memory stress test [76]. These curves show the characteristic
horizontal asymptote at the unloaded memory latency and
then exponential latency growth as memory system load approaches saturation. We then plot each microservice’s measured average latency and bandwidth, using dots and crosses,
respectively, to indicate the service platform.
Microservices like Web or Feed1 have high memory bandwidth utilization relative to the platform capability. Nevertheless, our microservices cannot push memory bandwidth utilization above a certain threshold—operating at higher bandwidth causes exponential memory latency increase, triggering
service latency violations. Ads1 and Ads2 operate at higher
latency than the characteristic curve predicts due to memory
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Our microservices exhibit profound diversity in system-level
and architectural traits. For example, we demonstrated diverse OS and I/O interaction, code/data cache miss ratios,
memory bandwidth utilization, instruction mix ratios, and
CPU stall behavior. One way to address such distinct bottlenecks is to specialize CPU architectures by building custom
hardware server SKUs to suit each service’s needs. However,
such hardware SKU diversity is impractical, as it requires
testing and qualifying each distinct SKU and careful capacity
planning to provision each to match projected load. Given
the uncertainties inherent in projecting customer demand,
investing in diverse hardware SKUs is not effective at scale.
Data center operators aim to maintain hardware resource
fungibility to preserve procurement advantages that arise
from economies of scale and limit the effort of qualifying
myriad hardware platforms. To preserve fungibility, we seek
strategies that enable a few server SKUs to provide performance and energy efficiency over diverse microservices. To
this end, we propose exploiting coarse-grain (e.g., boot time)
parameters to create “soft SKUs”, tuning limited hardware
SKUs to better support their assigned microservice. However,
manually identifying microservice-specific soft-SKUs is impractical since the design space is large, code evolves quickly,
synthetic load tests do not necessarily capture production behavior, and the effects of tuning a single knob are often small
(a few percent performance change). Hence, we build an automated design tool—µSKU—that searches the configuration
design space to optimize for each microservice.
µ SKU:
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System Design

µSKU is a design tool for quick discovery of performant and
efficient “soft” SKUs. µSKU automatically varies configurable server parameters, or “knobs,” by searching within a
predefined design space via A/B testing. A/B testing is the
process of comparing two identical systems that differ only
in a single variable. µSKU conducts A/B tests by comparing
the performance of two identical servers (i.e., same hardware
platform, same fleet, and facing the same load) that differ
only in their knob configuration. µSKU collects copious
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traffic burstiness. The curves also reveal why it is necessary
to run Cache1 and Ads2 on the higher-peak-bandwidth Skylake20 platform to keep memory latency low. Nevertheless,
several microservices under-utilize available bandwidth, and
hence might benefit from optimizations that trade bandwidth
to improve latency, such as hardware prefetching [77].
We summarize our findings in Table 3.
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Figure 12: Memory bandwidth vs. latency: microservices underutilize memory bandwidth to avoid latency penalties.
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fine-grain performance measurements while conducting automated A/B tests on production systems serving live traffic to
search for statistically significant performance changes. We
aim to ensure that µSKU has a simple design so that it can
be applied across microservices and hardware SKU generations while avoiding operational complexity. Key design
challenges include: (1) identifying performance-efficient softSKU configurations in a large design space, (2) dealing with
frequent code evolution, (3) capturing behavior in production systems facing diurnal or transient load fluctuations, and
(4) differentiating actual performance variations from noise
through appropriate statistical tests. We discuss how µSKU’s
design meets these challenges.
We develop a µSKU prototype that explores a soft-SKU
design space comprising seven configurable server knobs.
µSKU accepts a few input parameters and then invokes its
components—A/B test configurator, A/B tester, and soft SKU
generator, as shown in Fig. 13. We describe each component
below.
Input file. The user provides an input file with the following three input parameters.
(1) Target Microservice. Several aspects of µSKU’s behavior must be tuned for the specific target microservice. µSKU
reboots the server while performing certain A/B tests (e.g.,
core count scaling). Some microservices may not tolerate
reboots on live traffic and hence µSKU disables these knobs
in such cases. Furthermore, µSKU disables knobs that do not
apply to a microservice. For example, Statically-allocated
Huge Pages (SHPs) are inapplicable to Ads1, since it does not
use the APIs to allocate them. Our current µSKU prototype
estimates performance by measuring the Millions of Instructions per Second (MIPS) rate via EMON [39], which we
have confirmed is proportional to several key microservices’
throughput (e.g., Web and Ads1). However, we anticipate
the performance metric that µSKU measures to determine
whether a particular soft SKU has improved performance
to be microservice specific. In particular, MIPS may be
insufficient to measure Cache’s throughput, since Cache’s
code is introspective of performance. (It executes exception
handlers when faced with knob configurations that engender
QoS violations, which make instructions-per-query vary with
performance.) µSKU can be extended to perform A/B tests
using microservice-specific performance metrics.
(2) Processor platform. The available settings in several
µSKU design space dimensions, such as specific core and
uncore frequencies, core counts, and hardware prefetcher
options, are hardware platform specific.
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Table 3: Summary of findings and suggestions for future optimizations.
Finding
Diversity among microservices (§2.3, §2.4)
Some µservices are compute-intensive (§2.3.2)
Some µservices emit frequent requests (§2.3.2)
CPU under-utilization due to QoS constraints (§2.3.3)
High context switch penalty (§2.3.4)
Substantial floating-point operations (§2.3.5)
Large front-end stalls & code footprint (§2.4.1-2)
Branch mispredictions (§2.4.1)
Low data LLC capacity utilization (§2.4.1-3, §2.4.5)
Low memory bandwidth util. (§2.4.5)

Opportunity
“Soft” SKUs
Enhance instruction throughput (e.g., more cores, wider SMT, etc.)
Features that support greater concurrency, fast thread switching, and faster I/O
Mechanisms to reduce tail latency, enabling higher utilization
Coalesce I/O, user-space drivers, vDSO, in-line accelerators, thread pool tuning
Optimizations for dense computation (e.g., SIMD)
AutoFDO, large I-cache, CDP, prefetchers, ITLB optimizations, better decode
“Wider” hardware branch predictors, sophisticated prediction algorithms
Trade-off LLC capacity for additional cores
Optimizations that trade bandwidth for latency (e.g., prefetching)

(3) Sweep configuration. µSKU’s A/B tester measures the
performance implications of sweeping server knobs either (1)
independently, where individual knobs are scaled one-by-one
and their effects are presumed to be additive when creating a
soft SKU, or (2) exhaustively, where the design space sweep
explores the cross product of knob settings. Note that some
microservices receive code updates so frequently (O(hours))
that an exhaustive µSKU sweep cannot be completed between
code pushes. In practice, the gains from µSKU’s knobs are
not strictly additive. Nevertheless, the knobs do not typically
co-vary strongly, so we have had success in tuning knobs
independently, as the exhaustive approach requires an impractically large number of A/B tests.
A/B test configurator. The A/B test configurator sets up
the automatic A/B test environment by specifying the sweep
configuration and knobs to be studied.
A/B tester. The A/B tester is responsible for independently or exhaustively varying configurable hardware and
OS knobs to measure ensuing performance changes. Our
µSKU prototype varies seven knobs (suggested by our earlier characterization), but can be extended easily to support
more. It varies (1) core frequency, (2) uncore frequency, (3)
core count, (4) CDP in the LLC ways, (5) prefetchers, (6)
Transparent Huge Pages (THP), and (7) SHPs.
The A/B tester sweeps the design space specified by the
A/B test configurator. For each point in the space, the tester
suitably sets knobs and then launches a hardware performance counter-based profiling tool [39] to collect performance observations. For each knob configuration, the A/B
tester first discards observations during a warm-up phase that
typically lasts for a few minutes to avoid cold start bias [78].
Next, the A/B tester records performance counter samples
via EMON [39] with sufficient spacing to ensure independence. Finally, when the desired 95% statistical confidence
is achieved, the A/B tester outputs mean estimates, which it
records in a design space map. It then proceeds to the next
knob configuration. The A/B tester typically achieves 95%
confidence estimates with tens of thousands of performance
counter samples (minutes to hours of measurement). If 95%
confidence is not reached after collecting ∼ 30, 000 observations, µSKU concludes there is no statistically significant
performance difference and proceeds to the next knob configuration. The final design space map helps identify (with a
95% confidence) the most performant knob configurations.
Soft SKU generator. The A/B tester’s design space map is
fed to the soft SKU generator, which selects the most performant knob configurations. It then applies this configuration
to live servers running the microservice. Once the selected

soft SKU is deployed, µSKU performs further A/B tests by
comparing the QPS achieved (via ODS) by soft-SKU servers
against hand-tuned production servers for prolonged durations (including across code updates and under diurnal load)
to validate that the soft SKU offers a stable advantage.

5

Methodology

We discuss the methodology we use to evaluate µSKU.
Microservices. We focus our prototype µSKU evaluation
on the Web service on two generations of hardware platforms
and on the Ads1 microservice on a single platform. These
two microservices differ drastically in our characterization
results while both being amenable to the use of MIPS rate as
a performance metric. Moreover, the surrounding infrastructure for these services is sufficiently robust to tolerate failures
and disruptions we might cause with the µSKU prototype,
allowing us to experiment on production traffic.
Hardware platforms. To evaluate µSKU, we run Web
on two hardware platforms—Broadwell16 and Skylake18,
and Ads1 on Skylake18 (see Table 1). We evaluate Web on
both Skylake18 and Broadwell16 to analyze the configurable server knobs’ sensitivity to the underlying hardware
platform. Henceforth, we refer to Web running on Skylake18
as Web (Skylake) and Broadwell16 as Web (Broadwell).
Experimental setup. We compare µSKU’s A/B test knob
scaling studies against default production server knob configurations. Some default knob configurations arise from
arduous manual tuning, and therefore differ from stock server
configurations. We next describe how µSKU implements
A/B test scaling studies for each configurable knob.
(1) Core frequency. Our servers enable Intel’s Turbo Boost
technology [79]. µSKU scales core frequency from 1.6 GHz
to 2.2 GHz (default) by overriding core frequency-controlling
Model-Specific Registers (MSRs).
(2) Uncore frequency. µSKU varies uncore (LLC, memory
controller, etc.) frequency from 1.4 GHz to 1.8 GHz (default)
by overriding uncore frequency-controlling MSRs [80].
(3) Core count. µSKU scales core count from 2 physical
cores to the platform-specific maximum (default), by directing the boot loader to incorporate the isolcpus flag [81]
specifying cores on which the OS may not schedule. µSKU
then reboots the server to operate with the new core count.
(4) LLC Code Data Prioritization. µSKU uses Intel RDT [34]
to prioritize code vs. data in the LLC ways. Our servers’ OS
kernels have extensions that support Intel RDT via the Resctrl interface [82]. µSKU leverages these kernel extensions
to vary CDP from one dedicated LLC way for data and the

6

Evaluation

We first present µSKU’s A/B test results for all seven configurable server knobs. We then compare the throughput of
“soft” server SKUs that µSKU discovers against (a) handtuned production and (b) stock server configurations.

6.1

Knob Characterization

We present µSKU’s A/B test results for each knob and compare it against the current production configuration, indicated
by thick red bar/point outlines or red axis lines in our graphs.
For each graph, we report mean throughput and 95% confidence intervals under peak-load production traffic. For the
first three knobs, we find that µSKU matches expert manual
tuning decisions. However, for the next four knobs, µSKU
identifies configurations that outperform production settings.
(1) Core frequency. We illustrate µSKU’s core frequency
scaling analysis in Fig. 14 (a). µSKU varies core frequency
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Figure 14: Perf. trend with (a) core frequency scaling, (b) uncore
frequency scaling: the max. frequency offers the best performance.
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rest for code, to one dedicated way for code and the rest for
data. Default production servers share LLC ways between
code and data without CDP prioritization.
(5) Prefetcher. Our servers support four prefetchers [83]:
(a) L2 hardware prefetcher that fetches lines into the L2
cache, (b) L2 adjacent cache line prefetcher that fetches a
cache line in the same 128-byte-aligned region as a requested
line, (c) DCU prefetcher that fetches the next cache line into
L1-D cache, and (d) DCU IP prefetcher that uses sequential
load history to determine whether to prefetch additional lines.
µSKU considers five configurations: (a) all prefetchers off,
(b) all prefetchers on (default on Web (Skylake) and Ads1),
(c) only DCU prefetcher and DCU IP prefetcher on, (d) only
DCU prefetcher on, and (e) only L2 hardware prefetcher
and DCU prefetcher on (default on Web (Broadwell)). µSKU
adjusts prefetcher settings via MSRs.
(6) Transparent Huge Pages (THP): THP is a Linux kernel
mechanism that automatically backs virtual memory allocations with huge pages (2MB or 1GB) when contiguous
physical memory is available and defragments memory in
the background to coalesce free space [84]. µSKU considers three THP configurations (a) madvise—THP is enabled
only for memory regions that explicitly request huge pages
(default), (b) always ON—THP is enabled for all pages, and
(c) always OFF—THP is not used even if requested. µSKU
configures THP by writing to kernel configuration files.
(7) Statically-allocated Huge Pages (SHP): SHPs are huge
pages (2MB or 1GB) reserved explicitly by the kernel at
boot time and must be explicitly requested by an application.
Once reserved, SHP memory can not be repurposed. µSKU
varies SHP counts from 0 to 600 in 100-step increments by
modifying kernel parameters [85]. µSKU can be extended to
conduct a binary search to identify optimal SHP counts.
Performance metric. µSKU estimates performance in
terms of throughput by measuring MIPS rate via EMON [39].
We have verified that MIPS is proportional to Web and Ads1’s
throughput (QPS). We do not measure QPS directly as QPS
reported by ODS is not sufficiently fine-grained. We aim to
eventually have µSKU replace tedious manual knob tuning
for each microservice. Hence, we evaluate µSKU-generated
soft SKUs against (a) stock off-the-shelf and (b) hand-tuned
production server configurations.
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Figure 15: Perf. trend with core count scaling: Web is core-bound.

from 1.6 GHz to 2.2 GHz. We report relative throughput
(MIPS) gains over cores operating at 1.6 GHz. Our production systems have a fixed CPU power budget that is shared
between the core and uncore (e.g., LLC, memory and QPI
controller, etc.) CPU components. The current production
configuration enables Turbo Boost [79] and runs Web (Skylake and Broadwell) at 2.2 GHz and Ads1 at 2.0 GHz (as
indicated by the thick red bar outlines in Fig. 14 (a)). Ads1
must operate at slightly lower frequency because its use of
AVX operations consumes part of the CPU power budget.
µSKU aims to (1) identify whether there is a minimum core
frequency knee below which throughput degrades rapidly
and (2) diagnose if core frequency trends suggest that the microservice may be uncore bound. Web’s and Ads1’s throughputs increase precipitously from 1.6 GHz to 1.9 GHz, beyond
which µSKU reports continued but diminishing throughput
gains. These microservices are all sensitive to core frequency,
hence, operating at the maximum and enabling Turbo Boost
are sensible tuning decisions. µSKU configures soft SKUs
that operate at 2.2 GHz core frequency for Web (Skylake and
Broadwell) and 2.0 GHz for Ads1, matching experts’ tuning.
(2) Uncore frequency. µSKU varies the frequency of uncore CPU power domain (including LLC, QPI controller, and
memory controller), from 1.4 GHz to 1.8 GHz. We report
results normalized to 1.4 GHz uncore frequency (Fig. 14 (b)).
Our default production configuration runs both microservices
at 1.8 GHz uncore frequency. Uncore frequency indicates the
degree to which applications are sensitive to access latency
when memory and core execution bandwidth are held constant. Both of these microservices are sensitive to memory
latency, though the sensitivity is greater in Ads1. As with
core frequency, µSKU selects soft SKUs that operate at the
maximum 1.8 GHz for both microservices, again matching
the default production configuration.
(3) Core count. We present µSKU’s core count scaling
results in Fig. 15, where we report throughput gain relative
to execution on only two physical cores. The grey line indicates ideal linear scaling. µSKU scales Web (Skylake) to
its maximum core count (18 cores) and Web (Broadwell) to
its maximum (16). We exclude Ads1 from Fig. 15 since its
load balancing design precludes µSKU from meeting QoS
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constraints with fewer cores. µSKU observes that Web’s performance scales almost linearly up to ∼8 physical cores. As
core count increases further, interference in the LLC causes
the scaling curve to bend down. As with frequency, the best
soft SKU selected by µSKU operates with all available cores.
(4) Code Data Prioritization (CDP) in LLC ways. In
our earlier characterization (Fig. 9), we noted that Web exhibits a surprising number of off-chip code misses. Hence,
µSKU considers prioritizing code vs. data in the LLC ways.
We report throughput gains over the production baseline
(where CDP is not used and code and data share LLC ways)
for Web (Skylake) and Ads1 in Fig. 16(a) and Web (Broadwell) in Fig. 16(b). Skylake18 and Broadwell16 have 11
and 12 LLC ways, respectively. We label each bar with {LLC
ways dedicated to data, LLC ways dedicated to code}.
Here we find that Web (Skylake) achieves up to 4.5% mean
throughput gain with 6 LLC ways dedicated to data and 5
LLC ways dedicated to code, a configuration that degrades
LLC data misses by 0.60 MPKI but improves code misses by
0.30 MPKI. Although this configuration increases net LLC
misses by almost 0.30 MPKI, it still results in a performance
win because the latency of code misses is not hidden and
they incur a greater penalty. Similarly, Ads1 achieves 2.5%
mean throughput improvement with 9 LLC ways dedicated to
data and 2 LLC ways dedicated to code, sacrificing 0.20 LLC
data MPKI to improve LLC code MPKI by 0.06. µSKU observes no throughput improvement in Web (Broadwell) since
it saturates memory bandwidth under all CDP configurations.
Hence, µSKU can not trade-off increasing the net LLC MPKI
to reduce LLC code misses. µSKU selects soft server SKUs
for Web (Skylake) and Ads1 such that they dedicate {6, 5}
and {9, 2} LLC ways for data and code, respectively, improving over the present-day hand-tuned production configuration.
µSKU does not enable CDP in Web’s (Broadwell) soft SKU.
(5) Prefetcher. We report µSKU’s results for prefetcher
tuning in Fig. 17. Our production systems enable (1) all
prefetchers on Web (Skylake) and Ads1 and (2) only the L2
hardware prefetcher and DCU prefetcher on Web (Broadwell).
On Web (Broadwell), µSKU reveals a ∼ 3% mean throughput
win over the production configuration when all prefetchers
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Figure 19: Perf. gain with µSKU over stock and hand-tuned servers:
µSKU outperforms even hand-tuned production servers.

are turned off. Web (Broadwell) is heavily memory bandwidth bound when prefetchers are turned on, unlike Web
(Skylake) and Ads1. Turning off prefetchers reduces memory
bandwidth pressure, enabling overall throughput gains. In
contrast, Web (Skylake) and Ads1 are not memory bandwidth
bound, and hence do not benefit from turning off prefetchers.
(6) Transparent Huge Pages (THPs). In our earlier characterization (see Fig. 11), we found that Web suffers from
significant ITLB and DTLB misses. Hence, µSKU explores
huge page settings to reduce TLB miss rates. The default
THP setting on our production servers is madvise, where
THP is enabled only for memory regions that explicitly request it. In Fig. 18(a), µSKU considers (1) always enabling
huge pages (always ON) and (2) disabling huge pages even
when requested (never ON), and compares with the default
(baseline for the graph) madvise configuration.
µSKU identifies a mean 1.87% throughput gain on Web
(Skylake) when THP is always ON, as it significantly reduces
TLB misses compared to madvise. However, the always
ON setting does not enhance Ads1 and Web (Broadwell)’s
throughput as their TLB miss rates do not improve. Throughput achieved with the never ON configuration is comparable
with madvise, as few allocations use the madvise hint.
(7) Statically-allocated Huge Pages (SHPs). We report
µSKU’s SHP sweep results in Fig. 18(b). µSKU excludes
Ads1 from this study as it makes no use of SHPs. Our production systems reserve 200 SHPs for Web (Skylake) and 488
SHPs for Web (Broadwell). µSKU shows that reserving 300
SHPs on Web (Skylake) and 400 SHPs on Web (Broadwell)
can outperform our production systems by 1.4% and 1.0%
respectively, due to modest TLB miss reductions.

6.2

Soft SKU Performance

µSKU creates microservice-specific soft SKUs by independently analyzing each knob and then composing their best
configurations. In Fig. 19, we show the final throughput
gains achieved by µSKU’s soft SKUs as compared to (1)
hand-tuned production configurations and (2) stock server
configurations (i.e., after a fresh server re-install). The stock
configuration comprises (1) 2.2 GHz and 2.0 GHz core frequency for Web and Ads1 respectively, (2) 1.8 GHz uncore
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frequency, (3) all cores active, (4) no CDP in LLC, (5) all
prefetchers turned on, (6) always ON for THP, and (7) no
SHPs. We listed the hand-tuned configurations in Sec. 6.1.
Since these services operate on hundreds of thousands of
machines, achieving even single-digit percent speedups with
µSKU can yield immense aggregate data center efficiency
benefits by reducing a service’s provisioning requirement.
µSKU’s soft SKUs outperform stock configurations by 6.2%
on Web (Skylake), 7.2% on Web (Broadwell), and 2.5% on
Ads1 due to benefits enabled by CDP, prefetchers, THP, and
SHP. Interestingly, µSKU also outperforms the hand-tuned
production configurations by 4.5% on Web (Skylake), 3.0%
on Web (Broadwell), and 2.5% on Ads1. We confirmed that
the MIPS improvement reported by µSKU’s soft SKUs yields
a corresponding QPS improvement over a prolonged period
(spanning several code pushes) by monitoring fleet-wide QPS
via ODS. The statistically significant throughput gains are a
substantial win in data centers’ efficiency.
µSKU’s prototype takes 5-10 hours to explore its knob
design space and arrive at the final soft-SKU configurations.
Even for knob settings where µSKU identifies the same result
as manual tuning by experts, the savings in engineering effort
by relying on an automated system is significant. A key
advantage of µSKU is that it can be applied to microservices
that do not have dedicated performance tuning engineers.

7

Discussion

We discuss open questions and µSKU prototype limitations.
Future hardware knobs. Our architectural characterization revealed significant diversity in architectural bottlenecks across microservices. We discussed opportunities for
microservice-specific hardware modifications and motivated
how soft SKUs can be designed using existing hardware- and
OS-based configurable knobs. However, in light of a softSKU strategy, we anticipate that hardware vendors might
introduce additional tunable knobs. µSKU does not currently
adjust knobs to address microservice differences in instruction mix, branch prediction, context switch penalty, and other
opportunities revealed in our characterization.
QoS and perf/watt constraints. Our microservices face
stringent latency, throughput, and power constraints in the
form of Service-Level Objectives (SLO). µSKU’s prototype
performs A/B testing in a coarse-grained design space and
tunes configurable hardware and OS knobs to improve throughput. However, µSKU does not consider energy or power
constraints. QoS constraints are only addressed insofar as we
discard parts of the µSKU tuning space that lead to violations.
µSKU can be extended to consider a cluster’s SLOs’ full
range. For example, Cache executes exception handlers
when latency targets are violated, which makes MIPS an
inappropriate metric to quantify Cache performance. With
support for other performance metrics, µSKU can perform
A/B tests that discount exception-handling code when measuring throughput. With support to also measure system
power/energy, µSKU can be extended to perform energy- or
power-efficiency optimization rather than optimizing only for
performance. We leave such support to future work.
Exhaustive design-space sweep. We notice that throughput improvements achieved by individual knobs are not always additive when µSKU composes them to generate a soft
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SKU. This observation implies that knob configurations may
have subtle dependencies on which we might capitalize. An
exhaustive characterization that determines a Pareto-optimal
soft SKU might identify global performance maxima that are
better than those found by our independent search. However,
performing an exhaustive search is prohibitive; better search
heuristics (e.g., hill climbing [86]) may be required.
µSKU and co-location. Our production microservices
run on dedicated hardware without co-runners. Co-location
can raise interesting challenges for future work—scheduler
systems that map service affinities can be designed in a
µSKU-aware manner.

8

Related Work

Architectural proposals for cloud services. Several works
propose architectures suited to a particular, important cloud
service. Ayers et al. [23] characterize Google web search’s
memory hierarchy and propose an L4 eDRAM cache to
improve heap accesses. Earlier work [87] also discusses
microarchitecture for Google search. Some works [88–90]
characterize low-power cores for search engines like Nutch
and Bing. Trancoso et al. [91] analyze the AltaVista search
engine’s memory behavior and find it similar to decision
support workloads; Barroso et al. [92] show that L2 caches
encompass such workloads’ working set, leaving memory
bandwidth under-utilized. Microsoft’s Catapult accelerates
search ranking via FPGAs [93]. DCBench studies latencysensitive cloud data analytics [94]. Studying a single service
class can restrict the generality of conclusions, as modern
data centers typically execute diverse services with varied
behaviors. In contrast, we characterize diverse production
microservices running in the data centers of one of the largest
social medial providers. We show that modern microservices
exhibit substantial system-level and architectural differences,
which calls for microservice-specific optimization.
Other works [1, 95] propose architectural optimizations for
diverse applications. Kanev et al. [1] profile different Google
services and propose architectural optimizations. Kozyrakis
et al. [95] examine Microsoft’s email, search, and analytics
applications, focusing on balanced server design. However,
these works do not customize SKUs for particular services.
Academic efforts develop and characterize benchmark
suites for cloud services. Most notably, CloudSuite [21]
comprises both latency-sensitive and throughput-oriented
scale-out cloud workloads. Yasin et al. [63] perform a microarchitectural characterization of several CloudSuite workloads. However, our findings on production services differ from those of academic cloud benchmark suite studies [21, 22, 63, 96, 97]. For example, unlike these benchmark
suites, our microservices have large L2 and LLC instruction
working sets, high stall times, large front-end pipeline stalls,
and lower IPC. While these suites are vital for experimentation, it is important to compare their characteristics against
large-scale production microservices serving live user traffic.
Hardware tuning. Many works tune individual server
knobs, such as selective voltage boosting [98–100], exploiting multicore heterogeneity [101–103], trading memory latency/bandwidth [104–107], or reducing front-end stalls [70,
96, 108]. In contrast, we propose (1) performance-efficient
soft SKUs rather than hardware changes, (2) target diverse mi-
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croservices, and (3) tune myriad knobs to create customized
microservice-specific soft SKUs. Other works reduce coscheduled job interference [109–114] or schedule them in
a machine characteristics-aware manner [115–118]. Such
studies can benefit from architectural insights provided here.

9

Conclusion

Modern data centers face server architecture design challenges as they must efficiently support diverse microservices.
We presented a detailed system-level and architectural characterization of key microservices used by a leading social
media provider. We highlighted surprising and diverse bottlenecks and proposed future server architecture optimization
opportunities, since each microservice might benefit from
a custom server SKU. However, to avoid per-service SKU
deployment challenges, we instead proposed the “soft” SKU
concept, wherein we tune coarse-grain configuration knobs
on a few hardware SKUs. We developed µSKU to automatically tune server knobs to create microservice-specific soft
SKUs that outperform stock servers by up to 7.2%.

10
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